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Introduction

Use of IP in SoC’s is essential in order to meet time-to-

market requirements and leveraging existing technologies 

efficiently. 

So, designing the power management mechanism should 

involve both IP requirements and SoC concerns. 

IEEE 1801 UPF which we are using now follows 

Implementation approach enabling early verification of the 

power management architecture before any implementation 

decisions are made.

After investing a lot of verification effort to prove that the 

strategy and UPF file are correct, UPF file must be modified 

or re-created after selection of the target process technology.

Can not ensure efficient verification and usage of IP.

IPs are re-used by different customers in different 

configurations and different target technologies. So, if IP UPF 

should be re-generated based on the customer’s usage.  

Need decoupling of technology dependent and technology 

independent UPF.

Therefore, IEEE 1801-2018 UPF (UPF3.1) has come up  with 

a methodology called Successive refinement that supports 

Incremental specification to improve productivity at IP and 

reduce IP integration TAT.

Successive Refinement flow

Constraint UPF

Provided by the IP provider without any knowledge of how they 

are used

Power intent inherent to IP

Part of source IP attached with RTL

Atomic power domains , isolation and retention constraints , basic 

power states(doesn’t include supply expressions)

Supply sets without any –function information

Basic information that is present in Constraint UPF:

1. Defining Atomic power domains
It defines the power domains that are used in the IP, and these

are atomic power domains which means user is not allowed to

further partition them.

2. Define clamp value for ISO strategy
Provides isolation and retention constraints which tells the user

what they must retain or isolate if chosen to power down parts of

the IP in soc application.

Figure 3 Isolation Clamp Values

3. Define power states without voltage value
Fundamental IP block legal  power states without technology

information

Figure 4 Fundamental power states

4. Supply sets without any –function information
IP supply set information without any function information

Figure 5 Supply sets 

Configuration UPF

UPF-based specification of the power intent is developed 

incrementally in three stages –Constraint UPF, Configuration 

UPF and Implementation UPF 

Power intent is specified in a technology independent manner 

and verified abstractly before implementation

Implementation specific abstraction [power switches, supply set 

to physical rails, power cells ….]

Captures the constraints inherent in an IP block without predicting 

a particular configuration. 

Separates the logical functionality of power management for a 

system from the technology-specific implementation of the 

system.

Enables efficient verification and re-use of IP

Figure 1 Successive Refinement Flow

Figure 2 Atomic Power Domain

Application specific configuration

Required for simulation – created by end user

Composite power domains, logic expressions , power states , 

Isolation and retention strategies

Information that is present in Configuration UPF:

1. Define design ports
IP Design Ports that the system want to control are added  using

create logic port and create logic net and connected using

connect_logic_net

Figure 6 Logic ports, nets definition and connection

2. Define ISO/RET strategies and how they are controlled
Isolation strategy  specifies clamp values consistent with the

specifications in the constraint UPF

Specifies the retention strategies to be used for each power

domain.

Figure 7 Isolation strategy

Technology specific implementation of UPF

Required for Implementation 

Supply nets/ports, switches etc.

Define Supply Voltages in power states

Information that is present in Implementation UPF:

1. Define supply and network elements for the design

Figure 8 Supply ports and nets creation

Implementation UPF

2. Defining Power Switches
Does not have to make any decisions prior to implementation

UPF

Helps to keep the constraint UPF and configuration UPF files in

an abstract form

Figure 10  Power Switches

3. Connecting supply nets with supply sets
Supply sets defined for each power domain are connected to

supply nets provided by the implementation.

Done  using the –function option of the ‘create_supply_set’

command .

Figure 11 Supply set and their connection with supply net

4. Define Supply Voltages in power states
voltage values for each supply sets are defined by using the ‘-

supply_expr’ option on add_power_state .

Figure 12 Power states with voltage Information

Results/ Summary

Successive Refinement enables
Abstraction of power intent from Soft IP UPF with the goal to 

improve productivity at IP and reduce IP integration TAT

Decreases Risk and more successful usage of IP

Separation of Technology dependent and Technology 

Independent Verification

Earlier verification before technology information known

Easier retargeting to different technologies

No need of logical Reverification for different technologies


